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Super mario bros wii secrets world 1

at: Levels of New Super Mario Bros Wii Stock Levels New Super Mario Bros Wii Community Content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. The new Super Mario Bros. Wii rescuing Princess Peach is quite an odyssey. In bowser army of loyal followers, you have to overcome all sorts of obstacles, so you need a very special hero to accomplish this mission. If you think you haven't done quite
well so far in Mario's latest adventure, don't worry. Now, with the help of the software section, you will find very useful tricks for the New Super Mario Bros Wii. You will know, for example, how to accumulate much needed 1UP mushrooms, where to find very well hidden pipe cannons and how to beat some of the most annoying enemies in the game. New WorldThere are endless exciting worlds to explore
the New Super Mario Bros Wii, but if you want to quickly move from one world to another, there is a way to do it. Pipe cannons are the main vehicles for adventurers who don't have time for excursions as they send Mario to a remote location for a moment. The pipe cannons in each world will appear on the map screen if you find a hidden target on some levels. These hidden targets, which will help you
advance in full throttle, are here: World 1-3Casi world end 1-3, you will see three platforms full of Koopa soldiers and Goombas (just to the right of the Piranha plant yellow tube). On the right, on these platforms, there is a small edge of grass with vertical surfaces on the front, which reaches the top of the screen. If you move to that podium above Yoshi and jump again by pressing the control cross, you will
appear at the top of the screen. Run a little to the right and enter the secret pipe where the hidden goal is, so you can access the pipe gun that leads directly to the World 5.World 2-6To reach the hidden goal of the world end 2-6, you need champicopter you had to take over the level. At some point you will find yourself on a pink and white rotating cube, which in advance until the road is left, and then
continue spinning. Turn jump left and you will see a red tube. Go for it to find a hidden target that will allow you to reach the pipe gun that also leads to World 5.World 3 - Haunted House in this terrible place takes place in all sorts of strange phenomena, but also a hidden one-way ticket from World 3 to World 6. At one point, you have to take Mario down the rope as boos approach everywhere. When you get
to the yellow mobile platform, you just need to jump on it, and then get back to earth. You will find a hidden platform and door. Through the door there is a forklift platform that goes down in the infected area Boos are coming to you. However, if you go through it safely, you will find a hidden target and see where the tube cannon goes to the World 3 screen map. An extra life there is nothing like catching one of
the precious 1UP mushroom feelings. How would you like to have an extra endless life for the rest of your trip? If you manage to do this trick, you will soon be ready for an adventure that awaits you, because in a moment you will accumulate an unlimited 1UP! Right at the end of the world 2-3, you will exit the pipe and you will find yourself in front of the stone stairs and Koopa Troopa, which will be towards
you. Jump into any of the huge rock steps and wait for Koopa Troopa to be straight into the next step for you. In that snap he jumps over Koopa Troopa to get into his shell and bounce on the wall. If you do this at the right time, you will not need to press more button, because your character will stay above the body, it will move at full speed and you will take one 1UP after another. If you don't get it for the
first time, just pull the Koopa shell from the right screen, swipe in and go left to get back into action and try again. Easily? Try it and you'll know! Beat up BowserLarry's henchmen, Morton, Iggy, Wendy, Lemmy, Roy and Ludwig, Bowser's henchmen, there are seven enemies you have to face at some point on the tour via the New Super Mario Bros Wii. If you are running at the right time and you do not lack
courage, there is a way to make no great effort to lower each of them. You can defeat all bowser's henchmen by jumping on them three times. The problem is the type of attack they carry between each of your jumps. Everything will be much easier if, after your first accurate attack, you coordinate your next leap to reach the enemy you encounter, instantly when it comes out of the shell. In this way, you will
not be able to take your favorite offensive tactics and you will be on the boat, jump and jump from victory. Do not forget to take a good look at how long each enemy stays inside the corps after the blow, because each of these seven de taimute opponents attacks differently. This is the world's first New Super Mario Bros Wii, is the first, its gravity is low and develops in the Mushroom kingdom due to its hills,
meadows and mushroom-shaped houses that are, in addition, it is also a peach castle at levels world 1-1 World 1 - 1 exit This is the first level that Mario and his friends will cross; At the beginning of the level you can see the background peach castle all its glow; As soon as you start, can you see Goomba walking, and some blocks? where are the Super Mushrooms; there will also be several rotating hills
where several pipes can be found at a certain time; later you will find Koopa warriors ; and a little further is the block? Containing a champicopter that will transform Mario and his friends into Mario Hélice, continue to advance to the finish line. World 1-2 This is the second level in the world 1 New Super Mario Bros Wii., this level is very different from the rest of the World 1-2 world 1 because you see there are
pure hills are underground and full of several plants Pirañas.Es first level subtender plus you will find a type of crystal that move up and down, and in one part of the level these crystals help Mario and his companions reach the second star coin pipe At the end of the level is a pipe that takes Mario and his companions into the rain area. World 1-3 There is level number 3, this level begins goomba walked on
the hill after that, there is a pipe that if Mario or any of his companions were in their mini form they will catch that tube, lugo is hammer brother, and later you will find a block? Where is Yoshi, which is very useful to collect 3 star coins. Also Yoshi is useful to find a secret exit to the 1-Star First Coin Canyon: The First Star coin is a little further after grabs first Yoshi and he is just dressed, the player must jump
and hold down the button Yoshi to walk in the air and grab the First Star coin. The second star coin: it is located in the underground zone, where the pipe that will take you to that area is located between the yellow pipe and 2 green pipes with venus fire traps. When you arrive there is Mario and his friends must have Yoshi and do the same technique as at the first Star Coin and climb into the tube. Third star
coin: this is a little post the invisible area, which contains several coins, and next to the vertical and horizontal pipe, where there is piranha silver and yoshi you will have to do the same technique as with other star coins. As below screenshot shown. Secret exit: After the Piromana factory there will be a monticula, then next to it there will be another monticula in the air, stay on the ground edge, and then jump
and hold the pressed button so that Yoshi stays in the air. When you are in the air, proceed to the right and there will be a path, and in the end there will be a tube that will take you to the secret path. At the end of the level there will be a path that will take you to the cannon, which will throw you into World 5. Add an image to this gallery is a lot of hammer bros World 1-Fortress Construction World 1-4 This is
the first and only underwater level in World 1, this level starts in the Hierva area, where there is a Tuberia that takes players underwater when they arrive there are 2 Deep-Cheep on the left side of Mario and his companions, although they do nothing for them, the latest hat block? where there is an ice ring later there are several [[Cheep Cheep Ch cheep cheep eep cheep]] and Deep-Cheep, and a few
blocks of bricks and coins. Later there is Clampy and Urchin, so one of them helps to get a second star coin, covering Bubble Pipe, the world end of Tuberia, which causes Mario and us companions to reach another grass area lugo to reach level World 1-5 World 1-5 end flag This level is about the height of mushroom platforms , This level is full of Koopa Troopa and Koopa Paratroopa, this level starts with a
mushroom platform where there is [Champicóptero] New Super Mario Bros Wii Walkthrough - World 1-5 look at this professional]] you How many block bricks and block? turn around where the first block is? It's a mushroom or champicopter, if one flies at a time you'll see a platform above that contains a 2 block of bricks where one is a bean stem that carries it following the first star coin. Then you continue
with the mushroom platforms where there are some that go up and down with the type of mechanism, Also this world is full of Fire Arches, in which if Mario or his friends do not spiral cluster 8 red coins appear champicopter world 1-6 This level comiensa with 3 coin indicator pointing to the right , then you will see some green Koopa Paratroopa and rotating mountain and then even more full coins and above
is the first coin star Later you'll find more rotating hills and more koopa troopa and koopa paratroopa, then piranha plants and some Goombas and more spinning hills and Koopa Paratroopa, at the end it's another rotating hill that helps Mario and his companions reach the flag's top path to the World 1-Castle First Star Coin: This is on the second rotating mountain that turns out to be easy to get is Mario
Helix to be able to fly and manage to reach it, or jumping through 2 nearby Koopa Paratroopa. Second Star Coin: This is the first pipe that you see 2 Koopa Paratroopa, you get jumping over 2 Koopa Paratroopa then jumping over 2 more Koopa Paratroopa and managing to grab 1 Star Coin, or hitting a brick block in the middle that is a little further back, which comes out of Bean Stem taking up and then
pops up a pipe serca star coin in which the player just has to jump to get it. Third Star Coin: Located on the first rotating hill under the flag of the Middle World, the player must slide over the hill and reach the opening, which is an invisible area and crouch above the pipe, to reach the underground area where the third Star Coin Gallery is to add an image to this gallery
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